Maria,
The Sporty Newbie
21 y.o. | Economy student at Un. Bocconi 1° year
Spanish

I would like to find a way to
fight laziness, i know very
well the effect that physical
activity has on my body and
my mood, it makes me feel
much better

Weekly time dedicated to the
sport activity

Low

High

Usage of sport-related digital
applications

Milan

Bio / Personality
I am an introverted girl, i moved from Valencia few weeks ago to follow
the Erasmus project in Milan where I attend university.
In addition to the commitment of the University, i spend a few nights in
the week working in a restaurant as a waitress.

Sport Habits
I find it difficult to maintain a sports routine with continuity.
Sometimes, in fact, I am held back by laziness and now also by the
numerous commitments deriving from study and work. From
experience I feel the need for an external push to start and then continue
practicing a sport.
Lately I realized that I had taken a too sedentary routine and I recently
started to practice bodyweight workouts occasionally following some
instagram channels of professional instructors.

Practiced Sports
Pilates, Jogging

Devices
Huawei P9, Macbook Air

Utilized Social Networks
Instagram, Facebook
Low

High

Frustrations
•
•
•
•
•

Social Network usage

Low

Limited time to practice activities due to study + work
Difficulty in fighting laziness and tiredness
Fear of performing exercises in the wrong way risking an injury
Difficulty meeting people in a big city
Fear of competition, especially in team sports

High

Needs & Goals
•
•
•
•
•

Improve physical fitness
Ability to train with a certain flexibility of schedule
Find more motivation and perseverance in training
Having fun
Make friends

Francesca,
The Expert Athlete
27 y.o | Art Director & Videomaker freelance
Italian

Zurich

Bio / Personality

When I play a sport I
always test my limit, my
goal is to improve every
time, raising the bar

I’m a Graphic designer and Videomaker, after a few years of work as
employee i decided to have more flexibility of my time to start a career as
a freelance.
I am very curious and I love to travel, both for leisure and for work. I
periodically change city.
I am always looking for new places and experiences to discover.

Sport Habits
I practice running, Mountain Bike and Trekking regularly.
I am always looking for new activities, I often get carried away by
friends or acquaintances for the sake of trying something new.
I use activity tracking software, I like to keep track of my activities and
see paths taken by other people.
Despite the experience I sometimes feel the need to have a guide to do
exercises at best, I follow a couple of instagram instructor channels to
learn new exercises and techniques.

Weekly time dedicated to
sports

Low

High

Usage of sport-related digital
applications

Practiced Sports
Running, MTB, Hiking, Ski Freestyle

Devices
Iphone 11, Macbook Pro, Apple Watch

Low

High

Instagram, Facebook, Strava, Komoot

Frustrations

Social Network Usage

Low

Utilized Social Networks

High

• Many of my friends are not on my same sporting level and without
my own motivation
• I don’t know people who practice some sports that I would like to try
also some of the structures are far from my homeplace
• Moving periodically to different cities, I often have to play sports
alone

Needs and Goals
•
•
•
•

I want to try new sports and new workouts
See new places
Improve performance
Train safely

Federico,
The Instructor
38 y.o. | FISI National Snowboard Coach
Italian

The aspect of my
profession that I
like to work on is a
customization of the
training for each student.
A one-size-fits-all recipe
does not work

Campitello di Fassa (TN)

Bio / Personality
Thanks to a friend I became passionate about snowboarding which then
became my great passion.
After acquiring the national FISI certificate I moved to teach full time at
the ski school of Campitello (TN).
I spend a lot of time to organize lessons and it is fundamental for me to
have a calendar, I use a lot of my time to always create new and original
lessons.

Sport & Work Habits
I work as a snowboard instructor in the ski school of Campitello which
provides me with all customers, I also work in a jumping academy as an
instructor.
in summer i also practices hiking and skateboarding

Weekly time dedicated to
sports

Devices
Samsung Galaxy S10 Plus, Garmin Fenix 6 Sportwatch

Low

High

Usage of sport-related digital
applications

Low

High

Social Network Usage

Utilized Social Networks
Komoot, Strava

Frustrations
• Too much dependence on associations and external schools for
customer research which translates into few earnings
• Little time to dedicate both to structure quality courses and to do selfpromotion
• Competition of people without title or licenses
• The seasonality of sport
• Transmitting passion and desire to do
• Use of common social networks unethical

Goals to achieve
Low

High

• Have more visibility to find customers
• Be less dependent from schools and academies
• Use my time to create quality training programs
• Communicate and teachings effectively
• Being able to organize the lessons in an orderly way, with a constantly
updated calendar

